
 

   

Masculine/Feminine Relationship Combinations 
Hero Inner 

Male 
& 

Mystic Inner 
Female 

Enormous passion, deeply felt emotionality, and potent creative 
manifestations, but also for great intensity, turbulence and conflict. Mystic-
types feel empowered, exhilarated, inspired by hero partner. Hero finds depth, 
meaning, wisdom, sensuality in the Mystic partner. Heroes tend to overwork, 
so the slow, restful sensuality of the mystic is profoundly soothing for them. 

Advice for this combination: Hero-type partner must get in touch with own 
inner feminine so that they don’t lose track of own heart and sensitivity to 
others. Mystic-type partner must get in touch with own inner masculine so as 
not to fall into emotional stagnation and an unwillingness to greet life with 
that sense of adventure that means so much to the Hero. 

Provider Inner 
Male  

& 
Humanitarian 
Inner Female 

Provider-type partner is steadfast, loyal, constant, and reliable, giving 
Humanitarian-type partner a sense of home, firm ground, and a place of order 
in a chaotic world. In return, the Humanitarian gets Provider out of routine, 
away from excessive thinking, and into the heart and the enjoyment of beauty, 
so that together they can experience the beautiful, fun parts of life in safety. 

Advice for this combination: Both need build up their self-esteem and self-
confidence so that each feels secure in what they bring to the relationship. 
Additionally, it’s good for the Humanitarian to develop some of the Provider’s 
stability and for the Provider to develop some of the Humanitarian’s sense of 
fun, freedom, and connection. 

Provider Inner 
Male  

&  
Mystic Inner 

Female  

Provider brings much-needed organization, structure, and safety. Commonly a 
more introverted couple, enjoying each other’s company and a dinner out 
more than big adventures. The Mystic counterbalances intellectual part of the 
Provider by introducing art, sensuality, and spirituality. Both partners get to 
experience the satisfaction of a relationship that is both safe and intimate. 

Advice for this combination: Couple must become keenly aware of the role of 
structure in their relationship. Too much structure, the tendency of the 
Provider, makes Mystic feel contained and eventually resentful. Too little 
structure, tendency of the Mystic, makes Provider feel unsafe and undermined. 
Finding a happy middle group can be healing for both partners. 

Hero Inner 
Male  

& 
Humanitarian 
Inner Female 

Shared desires to support a cause, explore new opportunities, and leave their 
mark. Often entrepreneurial, extroverted couples who can help each other to 
succeed. Complementary work roles (Hero breaks new ground, Humanitarian 
builds community and alliances), so they work well together without 
competing. Hero delights in Humanitarian’s networking, and Humanitarian 
admires Hero’s ability to focus, take the initiative, and launch new projects. 

Advice for this combination: Both partners should be sure to also develop the 
solid, stable, realism of Provider and deep perceptivity and inner guidance of 
Mystic. Otherwise they risk flying high and then crashing and burning, either 
in relationship and/or in work. They both need to temper their strengths with 
humility and the integrity of their mission. 

 


